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The Training Committee comprises:  

 

Christopher Gosnell (co-chair) 

Kate Gibson (co-chair) 

Ayodele Akenroye 

Jean Claude Mubalama Zibona 

Séraphine Nga Essomba 

 

Mandate of the Training Committee  

 

1. Article 35(a) of the ICCBA constitution provides that the Training Committee 

(“Committee” or “TC”) is responsible for (i) advocacy training, (ii) training in 

procedural ICL, (iii) training in substantive ICL, and (iv) information technology 

systems. 

 

Composition of the Training Committee  

 

2. The Training Committee, as elected in June 2017, comprised of the following 

members: Ayodele Akenroye; David Hooper; Leigh Lawrie; Jean Claude Mubalama 

Ziboma; Séraphine Nga Essomba.  Following the first meeting of the 2017-208 Training 

Committee, Professor Jean Claude Mubalama Zibona was elected Chair.  

 

3. Following the resignation of David Hooper and Leigh Lawrie, Christopher 

Gosnell and Kate Gibson, who had received the next largest number of votes in the 

2016-2017 ICCBA elections, took their place on the committee.  

 

4. On 4 January 2017, Professor Mubalama Ziboma informed the ICCBA that he is 

no longer in a position to serve as Chair of the Training Committee due to professional 

commitments. Christopher Gosnell and Kate Gibson agreed to be Co-Chairs of the 

committee for the remainder of the term.  

 

Summary of activities and work undertaken by the Committee 

 

5. In the past year, the ICCBA Training Committee has been working on a number 

of projects which aim at providing training opportunities for members.  

 

 

Annex G 



A. Online Training Library  

 

6. Given the wide geographical spread of ICCBA members, the Executive 

Committee decided that the most effective way of providing training to its members 

would be through the creation of online training programs.   

 

7. As such, the Training Committee decided to create an Online Training Library 

that would serve as a portal for training videos created by experienced international 

criminal law practitioners. The library would be available to all ICCBA members, and 

would serve as a permanent resource that could be updated with additional topics in 

future years by future Training Committees.  

 

8. In terms of the substance of the online trainings, the Training Committee agreed 

to try to address as many topics as possible under the general umbrella topics of 

‘substantive international criminal law’, ‘procedural issues at the ICC’ and ‘advocacy 

skills’.  The trainings will be provided in both English and French.  Most will be in 

presentation format, although some will be presented in a ‘Question and Answer’ form.  

 

9. After consulting with the wider International Criminal Court community, the 

Training Committee secured agreements from ICC Defence Counsel, members of the 

ICC Office of the Prosecutor, and other practitioners, to prepare and record an online 

training. The trainings, which will be between 30 minutes and one hour in length, will 

be on the following topics:  

 

• Privileges and immunities of Defence Counsel 

• The ICC’s Information protection policy 

• Representing witnesses under Rule 74 of the ICC RPE 

• Co-Perpetratorship as a mode of liability  

• The role of the OPCD 

• Case Management in cases at the ICC 

• Cross-Examination in criminal proceedings 

• Ethics of Defence counsel  

• Disclosure in international criminal trials 

• Fair trial rights, and how to use them to the advantage of an accused 

• Insanity as a defence to criminal liability  

• Defence investigations 

• Interviewing witnesses in the context of Defence investigations  

 

 

 



10. Trainers were invited to create the videos themselves or, alternatively, the 

ICCBA has offered to provide facilities for them to be professional recorded at the ICC 

permanent premises.  

 

11. As of the date of this report, some of these videos haven now been recorded, and 

will be uploaded to the new Online Training Library shortly. It is hope that this 

resource will make a significant contribution to the training program of ICCBA lawyers.  

 

B. Partnerships with Third Party Trainings/Trainers   

 

(i) Siracusa International Institute for Criminal Justice and Human Rights  

 

12. The Siracusa Institute is a training institute which aims to contribute to 

international peace and security through the effective implementation of criminal law 

and criminal justice, and to promote the rule of law and the protection of human rights 

in criminal justice systems worldwide. 

 

13. This year, the ICCBA renewed its agreement with the Siracusa Institute which 

had been established by the 2016-2017 ICCBA Executive Committee, and will hopefully 

continue in the future.   

 

14. As part of this agreement, members of the ICCBA training committee provided 

feedback and suggestions concerning the program for the 18th Specialization Course in 

International Criminal Law: International and Transnational Crimes which was held in 

Siracusa between 27 May and 4 June 2018.  ICCBA members received a 10% discount on 

this course, and other courses offered by the Siracusa Institute throughout the year.  

 

(ii) Dickinson Law/ICCBA International Trial Advocacy Training 

 

15. Between 30 April and 4 May 3018, the Dickinson School of Law within Penn 

Statute University  (Dickinson Law), in conjunction with the ICCBA, organized an 

intensive five-day course in trial advocacy at the ICC in The Hague  

  

16. The course was oriented towards international trial advocacy and provided an 

opportunity for the participants to develop their skills in trial strategy, trial advocacy, 

oral arguments and cross-examination. The course centered on a mock ICC case, 

drawing factual and legal elements from real ICC cases. 20 participants attended the 

training. Most of the training was conducted in workshop form, in one of the ICC 

courtrooms. 

  



17. The course was be led by Professor Gildin, Dean of the law school and author of 

’Trial Advocacy Basics’. Dean Gildin has over 30 years of experience training members 

of the Pennsylvania Defence Bar. He was joined by Professor Dermot Groome, also of 

Dickinson Law and a former senior trial attorney at the ICTY for many years and Adam 

Weber, former ICTY Prosecutor.  

  

18. Many ICCBA members contributed as Judges and witnesses, and several others 

gave their time to present lunchtime lectures to the participants. Both the Dickinson 

Law contributors and those from the ICCBA were united in their praise for the training 

program, which was viewed as a great success. It was resolved to establish further 

mutually beneficial partnerships in the future.  

 

 
 

C. ICC 20th Anniversary Discussion Panels  

 

On 29 June 2018, the ICCBA General Assembly will be held in The Hague.  As a side-

event to this General Assembly, the Training Committee will be holding discussion 

panels (in English and French) on 28 June 2018.  

These panels will be comprised of ICC Defence counsel, staff, and other practitioners.  

The discussants will exchange on the overall topic of “20th Anniversary of the Rome 

Statute: Reflections from the Defence”.  Within this topic, discussants will examine 



recent developments at the ICC, lessons that can be learnt from the previously 

international criminal courts and tribunals, and the role of the ICCBA in the proper 

functioning of the ICC.  

 

The panels will be video-recorded so that these important discussions can be captured 

and form part of the Training Committee’s permanent contribution to ICCBA members.  

 

Committee meetings and contact between members  

 

19. The Committee has met throughout the course of the year. Almost all meetings 

have been via Skype or telephone, given the geographical spread of the members. 

However, outside of these meetings, the members have engaged in regular email 

exchanges concerning ongoing projects. 

 


